Eddie came up to chat after hearing me speak. "I’m the business manager of a large school, with many demands on my time. I’m known as a good manager of my time. At first I wondered why but what I’ve realised is that, unlike many of the people around me, wherever possible I act immediately. I’ve noticed that many people say, ‘I’ll do something about it later’ or ‘leave it with me’, and of course all the ‘laters’ pile up around them, weigh them down, and make them feel less effective (and they are!). No matter how much I feel like deferring a decision or an action, wherever possible I push myself to handle it on the spot."

I completely agreed with his analysis – with one qualifier.
If we always drop what we’re doing to attend to other peoples’ demands we run the risk of never completing our high-level tasks and projects.
The key is finding a technique that works for you, so you remember to go back.
Here’s one of my mine – it might work for you too. With some obvious variations the same method applies to both physical paperwork and email.
If I really don’t have time (or choose not) to make decisions and or action a pile of material, I put everything together in one pile and place it behind me on my desk return. I don’t want it to dominate my actions, nor my eyes, while I’m engaged on something of the highest priority, and I don’t want to forget it either. As soon as I finish the priority task I’m working on I take a few minutes to check the pile and make the relevant decisions.

You may say, ‘Well, this is what I use an in-tray for’. And that will be true. Problem is, for most in-tray owners there’s something sticky and semi-permanent about the tray – it’s as if it lovingly embraces every piece of paper that touches its sides, goes ‘yippee, lunch’ and never wants to release things again! Beware the rapacious in-tray. Also for most people
its unlovely carcass is parked right where your eye falls as you work, creating untimely interruptions as we described earlier. It’s almost as if, once paper lands in an in-tray, you’ve given it permission to rest awhile. And stay it does – sometimes for months. The issue is not really whether you have an in-tray or not; rather it is how you handle the contents, and how long it takes you to make your choices.

And many Inboxes are the digital equivalent – depressingly obese.

Example
As I’m writing this piece it is 6.15 am on a beautiful salmon-pink morning. I love to write first thing in the morning, and then can happily get on with the rest of my day’s work. This morning when I walked into my office there was a small pile of information and a couple of actions from a network function had attended the night before. I’d been just too tired to put things away when got home, so had emptied the briefcase but left the information on my desk.

This morning I could have acted on it immediately I arrived at my desk, but guess what would have happened? Chances are, no writing would have been done today. If I’d taken even the short time needed to sort, act and file, the resulting activities could easily have distracted me and the wordsmithing that goes on at this keyboard would have at best been reduced, or at worst deferred. In another few hours the rest of life will flood gladly in, and the production of this article would have been pushed back yet another day.

So I made a choice – and placed the little pile behind me and did not turn on my email. As I sat at my desk, although I knew there was work waiting, it wasn’t a distraction – because I couldn’t see it. All I needed to do was to commit to actioning the heap as a second priority – once the writing time was over.

And where does email fit in our priorities? Very rarely will there be anything in your Inbox that can’t wait another hour or two. For me (and it won’t be the right decision for everyone) email comes later in the day – usually before morning tea but sometimes later if important tasks need focused attention.

What is your highest priority? Do that first, and don’t be side-tracked by less important matters.

The vital skill is your ability to make decisions quickly, not your ability to be a fabulous paper pusher or email processor. A messy desk and overloaded Inbox is visible proof of deferred decisions and poor decision-making skills. It’s also visible procrastination - not the habit of a seriously successful human being.

So, two key points here:
Act as soon as practicable.
Don’t major in minor things – keep focused on the big picture, or all your pictures will be little ones.
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